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1. ABSTRACT
We demonstrate a robust photoacoustic medium for measuring the concentration of ammonia in an aqueous solution. We target the near-infrared (NIR) overtone absorption band (1540 nm) of ammonia with a supercontinuum (SC) laser-based excitation system and an immersion-based acoustic transducer as the detection system. We further present how such a simple system can be used to perform effective in-situ measurements of ammonia over a range of concentrations with a sensitivity of parts per million (ppm) by volume and linearity of >96%. We demonstrate how the sensing system can be readily tailored to monitor the concentrations of other miscible gases in the aqueous solution.

2. INTRODUCTION
Monitoring of ammonia concentrations in water is of high importance in many areas, such as fishery and water treatment plants, where rapid changes in concentrations could result in serious complications. In fishery, for example, low levels of ammonia concentration can expose the fish to bacterial infection and a high concentration can have lethal effects. Therefore, there is an inevitable need for accurate and real-time measurement of ammonia concentrations. Most of the established techniques for the detection of ammonia concentrations are either based on enzymatic reactions (delayed response time) or are not readily implementable in aqueous environments1-3.

Laser-based sensing systems have widely been the focus of trace detection research and development recently. Due to the presence of fundamental molecular absorption bands, much of the work has been done in the mid-infrared (MIR) region of the electromagnetic spectrum. However, ammonia also shows dominant absorption characteristics in the NIR due to the rotational-vibrational transitions in the combination band ($\nu_1+\nu_3$) and the overtone ($2\nu_3$)4-10. Photoacoustic sensing (PAS) in particular provides an interesting capability to monitor concentrations of various trace elements like ammonia not only based on its absorption capabilities but also based on the physical properties of the trace elements11,12.

In this work, we present how a SC laser built using the dispersion properties of a telecommunication range fiber can be used to build a photoacoustic sensing system (PAS) for measuring the concentration of ammonia in an aqueous solution13,14. We target the dominant absorption characteristics of ammonia present due to the rotational-vibrational transitions in the combination band ($\nu_1+\nu_3$) and the overtone ($2\nu_3$) bands. We further demonstrate how such a PAS system can be...
used to perform effective in-situ measurements of ammonia over a range of concentrations with a sensitivity of ppm by volume.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

PAS system consists of a fiber-coupled SC laser with a center wavelength of 1550 nm, a repetition rate of 30 kHz emitting output power of 400 mW. The filtered light from the SC source (center wavelength: ~1540 nm, bandwidth: ~30 nm) is steered using broadband silver coated mirrors (M1, M2, M3) and focused into the sample holder using an objective lens (L2). Various concentrations of aqueous ammonia were placed in the sample holder. The generated PA signals are detected using immersion based focused transducer with a center frequency of 7.5 MHz. In order to increase the sensitivity of the PAS system, a 3 axis stage is used to confocally align the optical excitation and acoustic detection.

Figure 1: (a) Schematic of the PAS system. Filtered light from an SC laser is used for optical excitation; the output from the laser is collimated using a lens (L1) and then focused inside the sample solution using an objective lens (L2). PA signals are detected using an immersion-based acoustic transducer, amplified using a low-noise amplifier then sent for further data processing. (b) Recorded PA signal and its respective envelope, the PA signal of the sample is the amplitude of the computed envelope.

The detected PA signals are then amplified using low-noise cascaded amplifiers and are subsequently digitized using a high-speed oscilloscope. The analysis of the raw PA signals was
performed using a MATLAB routine. The routine takes acquired PA signals from each and every concentration of the aqueous ammonia as input. The PA amplitude at the respective concentration was calculated by computing the envelope of the recorded PA signal.

4. METHODOLOGY

The maximum pressure \( P_{\text{max}} \) generated in the sample with an absorption coefficient \( (\alpha) \) due to the laser excitation of an energy \( (E_0) \) can be written as\(^{11,12} \),

\[
P_{\text{max}} = K \Gamma \alpha E_0
\]

Where \( \Gamma \) is Grueneisen parameter, which is a function of expansion coefficient \( (\beta) \), specific heat capacity of the sample \( (C_p) \) and velocity of ultrasound inside the sample \( (v_a) \).

Assuming the attenuation of the acoustic wave inside the sample is very small, the amplitude of the PA signal detected by the focused acoustic transducer with a conversion efficiency \( (\eta) \), placed at a focal distance from the point of excitation can be written as,

\[
PA_{\text{sig.}} = \eta \cdot P_{\text{max}}
\]

\[
PA_{\text{sig.}} = K' \Gamma \alpha E_0
\]

Where \( K' \) is a constant including the geometrical and response properties of the acoustic transducer. For concentration monitoring experiments, change in the concentration of the sample affects the physical parameters \( (\beta, C_p \text{ and } v_a) \) and the absorption coefficient \( (\alpha) \) of the sample, thereby affecting the amplitude of the PA signal.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the simulated absorbance of ammonia (solid line) in the overtone band using HITRAN database\(^ {15} \). The simulations depict the dominant absorption features of ammonia in 1530-1545 nm wavelength regime. In order to target multiple absorption peaks, the output from the SC laser is filtered using a BPF. The filtered output spectrum of the SC laser is plotted in figure 2 (dash line).

PAS experiments were performed by exciting the overtone band of various concentrations of aqueous ammonia using a 1540 nm excitation band. Initially, 165 ppm by volume of ammonia solution was used as a starting sample. The sample was excited using the filtered SC and the PA amplitude of the sample was subsequently recorded. The experiment was repeated for ten different concentrations (prepared by diluting the ammonia solution using distilled water).

Figure 3 (a) shows the computed envelopes of recorded PA signals at four different aqueous ammonia concentrations (165, 120, 90 and 80 ppm). It can be clearly observed that the amplitude of the recorded PA signal changes with the change in concentration of ammonia inside the aqueous ammonia solutions which can be attributed to the change in absorption coefficient. Figure 3 (b) shows the variation of ammonia concentration with respect to the PA amplitude measured using the PAS system. The dataset shows the expected linear relationship between the PA amplitude and...
ammonia concentrations. Linear regression applied to the dataset yields coefficient of determination of about 0.963, thereby exhibiting the potential of the PAS system for various concentration monitoring applications.

Figure 2: Simulated absorbance of ammonia using the HITRAN database (solid line) in 1530-1550 nm wavelength region. Filtered output spectrum of the SC laser used for excitation (dash line).

Another observation which can be made from figure 3 is, changing the concentration affects the time of flight (time taken by the acoustic wave to reach from the point of origin to the transducer) of the generated PA signal. Changing the concentration of ammonia inside the aqueous solution changes the physical properties of the solution, thereby changing the speed with which the generated acoustic wave travels inside the solution. Figure 4 shows the variation of ammonia concentration with respect to the time delay and the computed velocity of acoustic wave inside the solution.

Figure 3: (a) Envelope of the recorded PA signals at four different aqueous ammonia concentrations. (b) Variation of PA amplitude as a function of ammonia concentration.
6. CONCLUSION

We present a robust system for accurate monitoring and quantitative analysis of ammonia concentration in the aqueous solution, this is of great importance to many areas such as fishery where the changes in the concentration of ammonia can lead to lethal consequences. The proposed system comprises of an SC laser-based excitation system and an immersion-based acoustic transducer as the detection system. We demonstrated how such a simple system can be used to perform real-time in-situ measurements of ammonia inside the distilled water over a range of concentrations, with sub-ppm sensitivity and a linearity >96%.
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